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Editor’s
Notes
what do tom hanks, martin howard,
and your editor have in common? We all
love typewriters, and we all appear in the
new documentary “California Typewriter,” directed by Doug Nichol. The center
of the film is the shop by that name in
Berkeley, California, which has held on
for decades selling and repairing writing
machines, but the narrative also extends
to follow the stories of a diverse and farflung group of typewriter lovers. You can
learn more at californiatypewritermovie.com.
Nichol even filmed a scene at Herman
Price’s yearly get-together at his home in
West Virginia. This year’s West Virginia
meeting was the best-attended ever, and
Herman was rightly honored with the
QWERTY award (Quality Work of Excellence in Reuniting Typists Year 2016). I
brought my prototype portable (see issue
112) and it was inspected by various curious collectors, without any conclusions,
although we agreed that its typebars
come from Underwood and the segment
is Underwood-like as well. Other highlights included Marty Rice’s explanation
of various features of Olivers, and Paul
Robert and Peter Weil’s presentation of

their exciting new book. You can find
Martin Howard’s review of the book in
this issue.
Sometimes it seems that antique typewriters turn up in pairs. We recently saw
two understroke Nationals on eBay, which
sold for $2605 and $2707. Two Burnetts
also surfaced recently, including one for
sale by Goodwill which brought $7251—a
nice surprise for the charity, I’m sure!
Meanwhile, completely unknown and
unique typewriters are still to be found.
An example is this apparently homemade
(Selbstbau, or “self-built”) index typewriter that sold for only €201 (us$221) on
German eBay. (Thanks to Peter Muckermann’s HBw-Aktuell for the information.)
How complete is your ETCetera collection? Do you know that most back
issues can still be ordered on paper from
Herman? And did you know that most of
them can be downloaded digitally from
“Backspace” on etconline.org? As for next
year, we have more great stories coming
up, featuring exotic machines such as
the Bennington and the earliest known
Hammond no. 1. Please renew your subscription today. ■

New Hope for
R.T.P. Allen's
Patent Model

1

by greg fudacz

this 1876 allen typewriter patent
model had been on my radar for a while,
but after researching it extensively, I
found no record documenting its existence after September 17, 1938. That is
when it was mentioned in an article written by a journalist named George Ross.
After that, the trail went cold. The fate of
this patent model appeared bleak—that
is, until new hope manifested itself via
eBay. 1 On March 31, 2015, an original
New York Times wire photo of the Allen
was listed as a Buy It Now, which I did.
The typewriter represented in the
patent model was invented by Kentuckian
Robert Thomas Pritchard Allen (1853 1930). 2 He was awarded patent no. 185,714
on December 26, 1876 for an upstrike
typewriter with a five-row keyboard and
a traditional-looking carriage with platen.
3 It was functionally similar to the Sholes
and Glidden, which had already been
placed into production just two years
prior. Allen was also awarded an earlier
patent, no.171,335, also for a typewriter,
which was functionally more like the
Malling-Hansen. 4 It is probably fair to
state that Mr. Allen was one of the first to
realize the immense potential of the new
typewriter industry, on which he attempted to capitalize. It’s probably also fair to
state that his ideas lacked any innovation.
Neither of Allen’s typewriters were
commercially produced, but luckily, the
individual patent models were. That’s
because when the U.S. patent system
was first established, in 1790, each new
application was to be accompanied with
a small, working model of the actual
invention. This requirement was eventually lifted around 1880, with some
exceptions, because the sheer number of
models began to occupy too much space
(for more information on the history of
the U.S. patent oﬃce and patent models,
I encourage everyone to get a copy of
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C.O.M.P.U. no. 66). Though there is no evidence suggesting the survival of Allen’s
first patent model, we are very fortunate
to have stories and photographs of his
second one. Such patent models validate
the work of inventors, like Allen, more
than patent paperwork alone can.
According to a 1905 Scientific American
review, Allen’s 1876 patent model had a
closed wooden box frame with half-inchsquare, wood-block keys. The carriage
was made of wood, too, and required
both hands to advance it to the next
line. The return was driven by a counterweight attached to a string (as on the
original Sholes and Glidden of 1872-73).
It was all quite crude. So crude that, in
1899, while the Allen was still in the possession of the patent oﬃce, a reporter for
the Atlanta Constitution inspected it for
the first time and described its appearance as a “worthless block of wood cut in
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the shape of a staircase.” He also wrongly
assumed that it was the “first typewriter
ever made in the United States—perhaps
the world.” He was not the first, nor
would he be the last, to make this erroneous assumption. Again, the Allen was so
crudely, almost primitively constructed
that one probably couldn’t help but assume that it was so much older than it
actually was.
Fast forward to September of 1938
and to the last known whereabouts of
the Allen. By then the patent models, all
150,000 of them, had been sold twice. The
first time was in 1925 when the Patent
Oﬃce sold the collection to Sir Henry
Solomon Wellcome. 5 It should be noted
that after the Smithsonian was allowed
to cherry-pick about 3,500 of the original
models, it took the patent oﬃce almost 17
years to sell the collection. If not for Sir
Wellcome’s stepping in at the eleventh

hour, the entire collection might have
been destroyed. The collection was sold
a second time in 1936 by the estate of Sir
Henry after his passing.
Two years after the Wellcome estate disposed of the collection, the new
stewards allowed journalist George Ross
to examine it. Upon review, Ross wrote
that he had visited “the most amazing
museum in town. One that is not open
to the general public for the moment,
but one that will be soon, we hope. The
museum now clutters the entire thirtyfourth floor of the International Building
in the Radio City and belongs to a pair
of fabulous gentlemen named Douglas
Hertz 6 and Crosby Gaige. 7 The first
is a New Jersey sportsman; the latter is
a Broadway producer, country squire,
gourmet, engraver, cattle breeder, insect
collector and fudge expert.” Ross mentions several patent models in his story,
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including a pretzel bender, a cigar mold,
and a cash register, and finally, “the first
typewriter, patented by R.T.P. Allen in
1876, and made of wood.”
An interesting photo was published in
the Pittsburg Press on September 30, 1938
of a young woman posing with the Allen.
8 Though the photo and corresponding
blurb were published about two weeks
after the Ross story, the back of the photo
is dated to June of that year, so it precedes Ross’s sighting of the Allen. The
woman in the photo is Canadian-born
Ann Seranne, who, according to the 1940
U.S. census, was living with Crosby Gaige
as his secretary. Like Gaige, she was also
very involved in theater, and eventually
found fame as a cookbook author and
editor of Gourmet magazine.
As for Hertz and Gaige, they never
opened that museum. They sold the collection within a couple of years and, in 1941,

it was shuﬄed along to yet another owner,
Orville Rundle Gilbert. 10 Gilbert was a
very well-known auctioneer at the time.
He bought the collection as an investment
with the resolve to create a new collector’s
market specifically for patent models. To
do so he began by auctioning oﬀ individual pieces as early as 1943. 9 He also
sold some via “premium department store
distribution,” which amazingly means
that stores like Gimbels stocked patent
models on their shelves. Gilbert eventually
sold the vast majority of the collection to
yet another individual in 1979.
So what of the Allen patent model?
Well, the photo I bought (shown at the
beginning of this article) is dated to
September of 1948, which adds ten more
years through one of the most turbulent
decades in modern history. The Allen
survived into Gilbert’s years of stewardship, though it doesn’t necessarily prove

that it stayed with the collection and that
Gilbert actually owned it. The note on the
back of the New York Times photo suggests
that the Allen was on display at the time
to commemorate the 75th anniversary of
the typewriter (the 1873 Sholes and Glidden). 11 That’s important because it tells
us that whatever institution was displaying the Allen knew that the Allen was
of some importance. (The caption is in
French and is dated “Paris, 4 September
1948.” However, this does not necessarily
mean that the model was on display in
Paris.) The photo also shows that the side
of the typewriter is marked with R.T.P.
Allen’s name, so if anyone were come into
possession of this machine they could
research it fairly easily, and hopefully
appreciate its value. Why the side of the
typewriter is dated March 1st, 1876 is
unclear, since that is neither the patent
e (continued on page 16)
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A Newly Discovered
Travis Typewriter

1

by don feldman

2

this past august i purchased this
Travis on an Internet site that few of us
typewriter collectors use. Everything is
intact save the drawband; it is there, but
parted at the carriage connection. I will
reconnect the existing band when I have
time. The carriage advances nicely and
has a nice feel to it. All in all, it’s almost
as good as the day it was made. The rubber has some minor cracks, but nothing
bad. The keys are in perfect shape, and all
keys and actions work just fine. It’s quite
heavy for its size. I found what may be a
serial number stamped into the left side
carriage frame; it reads 1922.
There are eleven known surviving
Travis typewriters in Herman Price’s
accounting. Three are in the serial #4 to
#69 range, and eight are in the #1922 to
#3086 range, with mine at the beginning
of that sequence.
There are three things that make this
machine unique among the others in
collections. First, and most obvious, is
6 • ETCetera No. 115 • Winter 2016

the overall black color. The few Travis examples I’ve seen in books and in person
are two-tone, black and maroon.
Secondly, the paper cage in back
where the sheet is inserted is unique. All
other Travis machines use a metal tube
for paper insertion, whereas this machine uses five wire hoops for the same
purpose. 1 These hoops are very fragile
and a poor design in my opinion. If I am
correct in thinking that this is an early
Travis, it appears the designers agreed.
The tube was a better idea that followed.
It was a stronger, more stable solution.
Thirdly, my Travis has a strip of
leather that runs the length of the platen
and is attached to pins on stanchions at
each end of the carriage frame. 2 This,
presumably, served the same function as
the impression strip on the Hammond
designs, which also included a typewheel or sector and a hammer hitting the
paper against the type to create a printed
symbol. This leather piece, like the strip

on the Hammond, looks to be the original
strip which protects the typewheel and
ribbon from being destroyed by the hammer. I’ve never seen this strip on other
Travis machines. I can’t see (on Internet
photos) whether they even have the attaching pins for the strip. If so, perhaps
the intended use of these pins has been
lost to history—until now.
This machine appears to have belonged to one family from day one and
to have been kept lovingly in its case,
ergo its great shape. 3 It came from the
house of Albert Speiden (1869-1933), a
regionally famous architect in Manassas, Virginia. 4 5 After Speiden was
trained in law and architecture, he took
his first job with the U.S. Patent Oﬃce in
Washington in the mid 1890s. He became
associated with aeronautical pioneer
Samuel P. Langley, then Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution. He was asked
by Langley to draw up plans for future
“aerodromes.” This is the same period in

3

which it appears most likely that Speiden
acquired this unusual Travis typewriter.
One important line of future research
is to find out if the innovative, futureoriented Speiden, through his work at
the Patent Oﬃce, not only discovered the
Travis Typewriter but also may have become acquainted with William H. Travis
in Philadelphia. Such a scenario would be
consistent with the “one-oﬀ ” characteristics of Speiden’s Travis machine.
Now, concerning the more immediate history of this Travis, a bit of
background is needed. I know that
the machine was last located in the
Speiden-Carper House in Manassas,
Virginia. After Speiden designed and
first occupied this Arts and Crafts home
in 1905, he concentrated on his architectural business. He had oﬃces both
at his Manassas home and in Washington, D. C. and became a major regional
architect, famous for his Arts and Crafts
designs. Originally designated in town

4

as the “Speiden House,” his home later
was called the “Speiden-Carper House”
because the architect’s daughter, Virginia, lived in it after she married Mr.
Carper. The house was left to the city
when Virginia passed away in 2005. It is
today managed as part of the Manassas
Museum System. It was refurbished in
2006 when it became part of the Manassas Museum, and some of that work has
continued. Part of the refurbishment
and later maintenance appears to have
been supported by selling oﬀ some of
its contents or Speiden memorabilia, including this typewriter. Thus, given the
production date 1896-97, the only two
years when the Travis was made, it is
likely that the typewriter was purchased
by the architect before its probable use
at this 1905 house, and, possibly, at his
Washington oﬃces. Hopefully, future
research will further clarify this story of
the Travis’s provenance.

5

Meanwhile, for me and, I hope, for
many of you, the finding of this Travis is a
reminder that there are still fantastic early
typewriters out there. Good hunting! ■
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Endnote
The portrait and the photograph of the SpeidenCarper House were generously provided by the
Manassas Museum System for a single time use
here. Any other use in hardcopy, web publication or
publication in any other form requires the specific
permission of the Manassas Museum. The portrait
?4;C?8.1>@%<1501:-@YVE1->?;2-315:V^VU ŌB1
years after he had built and occupied his home in
Manassas. The house is shown as it appears today.
(5?5@@41/1@1>-?1/@5;:;2etconline.org2;>
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The Fall of Fox
by tyler anderson

)5885-9$;??;D

if one questions the average typewriter aficionado about what brought the
end of the Fox Typewriter Company, one
will most likely find the average answer
to be, in a rather direct way, the Corona
Typewriter Company. In the end, such an
answer is undoubtedly true, but as with
most things, the truth is in its entirety
neither black nor white, but rather a
vague and ambiguous gray. The lawsuit
brought against Fox by Corona was but
the final domino in a long line of mistakes
and tragedies to befall the once successful and innovative company; and had that
lawsuit stood alone as a damaging event,
it would never have toppled the Grand
Rapids, Michigan, enterprise. It can ultimately be that said that the lawsuit was
the end of the end for Fox, but let us take
a look at the beginning of the end.
To begin, let us examine the background of the company and its beloved
machine. William Ross Fox began producing the Fox typewriter in 1898 on the
notion of continuous improvement and
superior quality, virtues which would
ensure that his machines were well liked
by those who used them. However, these
very virtues also ensured that the net
revenue of each machine was smaller
than that of similar machines. Alongside the high manufacturing cost that
came with a higher standard of quality,
Fox often made deals with organizations to supply machines at well below
the $100 price tag often advertised; for
example, the state of Michigan was able
8 • ETCetera No. 115 • Winter 2016

to purchase brand-new Fox machines
for $80.80, and the state of Illinois was
able to do so for $90.¹ Wholesalers of Fox
machines often attained machines for
prices around $75.² On top of this, the
general profit per financial period could
swing quite significantly depending on
a number of variables. For June of 1906,
the profit per machine was recorded at
just 62.5 cents; for the year from July
1906 to June 1907, that number was $11.85
per machine; and for the year after that,
it fell to $5.70 per machine.³ While Fox
was constantly working on streamlining
the process to make his machines, there
was only so much he could do without a
radical redesign.
With an understanding of the cost and
profit per machine, it’s now time to take
a look at the target market for Fox. While
it was, at heart, an American company,
producing machines in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, Fox understood that there was
enormous potential outside the borders
of the United States, and actively established foreign dealers. Demand came
swiftly, and as a percentage of sales, Fox
was easily in the upper echelons of typewriter exporters. In 1906 alone, after the
introduction of the visible models, foreign business increased by 300%.⁴ While
it still sold a majority of its machines
in the domestic market, Fox became
unbreakably bound to the foreign markets it targeted, and for a period of time
it only had to worry about filling large
orders for the Russian government and

the associated shipping and tariﬀ costs.
Those simple worries vanished with the
fall of the first domino.
That first domino fell June 28th, 1914,
when the heir to the Austrian throne, the
Archduke Franz Ferdinand, was assassinated. Within the blink of an eye, the
political game of Twister that was the
balance of power in Europe fell to pieces,
and most of Western civilization became
embroiled in war. And just as quickly
as the peace in Europe fell to pieces, so
too did the general levels of trade fall to
abysmal levels. Nations no longer wanted
typewriters so much as they wanted guns
and ammunition, and what trade still
occurred was constantly under threat of
being torpedoed on the high seas, or being confiscated by advancing armies. Fox
rapidly lost a large portion of its revenue
stream, and now had to rely upon the
domestic market almost entirely, as did
all of its competitors.

The second domino fell shortly after
the first. Prior to the outbreak of war,
plans had been made to split the machine
company away from the typewriter
enterprise, with Mr. Fox taking an active
role in each company. With the closure
of the Fox factory in 1915 due to lower demand and the oversized stock of unsold
machines which resulted, William Fox
decided to simply leave the typewriter
business, and split oﬀ with the machine
company alongside most of the workforce. Directly after the split, 159 em-

ployees continued on with the machine
company, while only 22 stayed with the
typewriter company.⁵ The typewriter
enterprise was reorganized with new
capital and management, and began the
task of rebuilding. (It was at this time
that the serial numbering system was
restarted at the 100,000 mark, with Fox
24/100016 purchased new by the United
States Federal Government in June of
1915.) However, with the genius and ambition of William Fox gone, the typewriter side of the company would forever be
at a disadvantage compared to its earlier
years. Fox would not dig itself out of the
artillery shell-hole which it found itself
in until roughly 1918, when it was finally
able to employ 197 individuals again, up
from 115 in 1917.⁵
But in the interim, the third domino silently fell: Fox began retooling machinery
and dedicating assets and resources to a
new portable designed by Henry P. Nordmark. In doing so, desktop production
and its associated revenue stream was
slowed. Alongside this, in 1917, longtime
advertising and sales manager Irving
Franks chose to depart the company,⁶
leaving a gaping hole in upper management that would not be replaced easily.
The new portable model, often advertised as the “Baby Fox,” was a striking and
ingenious engineering marvel which folded when not in use, and when erected and
operational, could easily boast its famed
slogan: “The Light Running Fox Typewriter.” As was typical of Fox machines,
the portable was designed with quality
in mind, and thus also came with a high
cost of manufacture that ate into profit
margins. Early machines also came with
quality cases that had leather corners,
interior paper holders with large printed
logos, and small metal insignias denoting
said logo riveted to the front. While the
case surely added to the already impressive beauty of the machine, it surely dug
into the profit margins even more. With
a $50 price tag meant to rival the Corona
3 and other comparable portable machines, Fox was hoping for the amount
of units sold to make up the diﬀerence.
However, it was also during this time that
a post-war recession took hold as Europe
experienced hyperinflation, and troops
returning home resulted in surplus labor
and increased unemployment.
The company’s hopes of using its
new portable to fuel a successful re-

surgence in the industry might very
well have come to pass if not that at the
very moment when hope was coming
back to Fox, and the very moment when
Fox could aﬀord no more mistakes, the
Corona Typewriter Company struck,
and knocked the fourth and final domino
down. On July 16th of 1919, the Corona
Typewriter Company filed a Bill of Complaint in the United States District Court
for the Western District of Michigan. A
subpoena was issued that very day and
was served to the Fox Typewriter Company, requiring it to answer within 20
days. The primary charges were for patent infringement concerning the folding
carriage, the escapement mechanism, the
ribbon vibrator mechanism, and for the
sale of typewriting machines that copied
the form and appearance of the Corona 3,
namely relating to the frame surrounding the keyboard.
The primary court session was held
during June and July of 1920, and the final
hearings took place on August 2 and 3,
with a final decision rendered on August
27. Corona brought forth eight patents,
of which six were ruled infringed. The
court granted an immediate injunction
forbidding Fox from further infringement, and ordered an accounting of the
profits derived from infringing machines. Fox was, however, lucky enough
to have the court rule that neither party
could recover legal costs for the case and
so was saved from immediate burdensome payments to Corona related to its
legal fees. At the same time, the company
successfully made arrangements to continue producing its portable machines
on bail and, not accepting the outcome of
this first case, took action.
On December 9, 1920, Fox appealed
to the court to reopen the case in regards to the six patents that were found
infringed. The appeal was granted, and
in the subsequent court case, many prior
infringements were overturned. The
Petermann patent, No. 1064372, was held
invalid for want of invention. The Hazen
patent, No. 1121094, was held lacking in
invention. Hazen patent No. 1121097 was
held valid for certain claims, and invalid
for others, and overall held infringed for
three specific claims. The Rose reissue
patent No. 13935 was held as insuﬃcient
as basis for an injunction against a device
not infringing the original patent, and
was separately held invalid as double

patenting. The Latta reissue patent, No.
14495, was held valid and infringed. The
Petermann reissue patent, No. 1459, was
held lacking in invention for certain
claims, and for others rendered invalid
by inclusion of common element.
The damage had already been done,
however, and the legal issues and costs
associated with the court battle impeded
the production of the Fox portable.
With a less than stellar revenue stream,
the company could no longer operate,
and was forced into liquidity in 1923 to
pay its creditors. The once bright star
shining out of Grand Rapids, Michigan,
was never able to rebuild itself after the
First World War tore away its foreign
business, and was only able to produce
roughly 25,000 desktop and 13,000 portable machines between 1915 and 1922. In
the end, after many successful years in
the typewriter business, the Fox Typewriter Company did not falter because of
any single event or decision, but rather
because of a series of unfortunate events
that all culminated with the infamous
Corona court case. ■
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book review : by martin howard

A Celebration of the Ultimate Writing Machine

Typewriter

Typewriter:
A Celebration of the
Ultimate Writing Machine
By Paul Robert and Peter Weil
New York: Sterling, 2016
218 pages
$21.95

Paul Robert & Peter Weil

what a great occasion for typewriter
enthusiasts and collectors to have a new,
lavishly illustrated and well-presented
book on the history of early typewriters,
written by two well-known, knowledgeable and respected typewriter collectors,
Paul Robert and Peter Weil.
This 218-page hardcover book is as
much an introduction to the hidden world
of early typewriters for the non-collector
as it is a must-read for the seasoned collector and for everyone in between.
Upon opening the inside cover, one
sees a breathtaking period photograph
of a typing class from around 1890, and
on the inside back cover a striking image
of a boys’ typing class from 1915.
The typewriters are shown in a
chronological progression, starting with
a quick review of the first machines
from the first half of the 18th century
and continuing to the 1930s and the
successful portables of the time. The
presentation of the typewriters is beautifully handled by having a selection of
related material to accompany most of
the typewriter photos, such as period
photos showing the typewriters in an
oﬃce or home setting, advertisements,
and patent drawings. This attention
to detail is one of the strengths of this
book. The presence of the period photos
gives a remarkable societal context for
the early machines.
Various featured sections throughout
the book enrich the reading experience, including The QWERTY Keyboard,
Origins of the @ Symbol, Women in the
Oﬃce, and in-depth histories of prominent inventors James Hammond, George
Blickensderfer and Hidalgo Moya.
The book begins by presenting the
10 • ETCetera No. 115 • Winter 2016

idea that the typewriter was a “demanddriven invention.” Many people were
searching for ways to mechanize writing. The chapter presents some of the
very early typewriter inventors and
their machines from the first half of the
19th century, and includes W. Hughes’
Typograph (1850) and a few strange, oneof-a-kind typing machines.
Chapter 2, “The Earliest Machines,”
introduces the famous and historically
important typewriter inventors Peter
Mitterhofer and Pastor Malling-Hansen.
Both receive a most engaging and concise historical account that is a pleasure
to read. There are also beautiful photographs showing their rare and exceptional inventions.
Chapter 3, “Sholes & Glidden: Defining the Standard,” gives an authoritative,
abridged account of its history. From the
Sholes & Glidden to the Remington 2, the
fascinating and important story is told in
a fluid narrative that brings together the
key information in a compelling fashion.
Chapter 4, “The Age of Invention:
Remington’s Earliest Competitors,” continues with the story of the Remington 2
and, again, gives a fine historical account
of the company and its typewriters up to
the Remington 10 (1914). The Caligraph
is then well covered, along with other
classic early typewriters such as the
Crandall, Bar-Lock, and Yost, along with
some great rarities such as the Daw &
Tait, Horton, and the Crown prototype.
Chapter 5, “Low Cost Options: Early
Index Typewriters,” looks at index
type-writers including such rarities as
the Hammonia, Boston, Velograph, and
Morris.
Chapter 6, “The Dawn of Visibility:

Reading What You Write,” begins with
the fine observation that “the 1890s were
for typewriters what the 1980s were for
home computers. New systems popped
up and created a following — or didn’t
— and most disappeared.” As with the
other chapters, the typewriters generally appear chronologically, showing that
there was not a smooth progression with
the evolutionary design of these early
typewriters. Some of the highlights are
the Victoria Maskelyne, the Rapid, and
the Waverley.
Chapter 7, “The Home Market: Educational Typewriters,” is the second
introduction to index typewriters. It is
not clear why the subject is divided into
chapters 5 and 7. However, the reader
is shown a fine selection of ingenious
index typewriters.
Chapter 8, “The Visible Writers: The
Standard Is Set,” covers the period when
the four-row, front-strike visible typewriter became the standard design. It also
includes typewriters of non-standard
design from this period, clearly showing the messy transition following the
appearance of the winning typewriter
design that would set the standard for the
next century, the Underwood 1 of 1897.
Chapter 9, “Portables: Typewriters to
Go,” is a short chapter which begins with
the Lambert and the Bennett but then focuses on the most successful portables of
the 20th century, such as the three-bank
Underwood, Standard Folding, Corona 3,
and Remington.
Finally, there is a section on early
electric typewriters which beautifully
shows the legendary Zerograph, Cahill,
and Blickensderfer electric typewriters.
In the opening introduction, it men-

Remington

1878 | E. Remington and Sons, Ilion, NY*
he most remarkable aspect of the Remington No. 2

until the Remington No. 6 (1893) became the most popular of

Perfected Type Writer (1878)—the first typewriter to be

all Remington models. In 1891, when the Remington Standard

produced and sold in considerable numbers—is the fact that it

No. 3 (1886), No. 4 (in 1879 as a caps-only machine), and No. 5

so closely resembles typewriters produced much later. This is the

(introduced in 1886) were the only models available, Remington

archetype of the typewriter. Ask anyone to pick out the oldest

claimed in a brochure that more than 100,000 Remington type-

machine in any typewriter collection that includes this model from

writers were in use, while all of the other brands combined had

1878, and they’ll more than likely pick out a stranger-looking

only 40,000 machines in use. The accuracy of this claim is unclear,

machine that was built twenty years later.

but it is probably not too far from the truth.

The No. 2 Perfected Type Writer prototype was first

When the first 2,050 Sholes & Gliddens had been pro-

presented publicly at the Centennial Exposition of 1876 in

duced by the end of 1875, Densmore and Sholes held a majority

Philadelphia. It came to market in 1878 and was renamed the

ownership of the machine. For a brief period between 1877 and

Remington Standard No. 2 in 1883, the year after Wyckoff,

1882, Remington held a majority share and made an unsuccessful

Seamans & Benedict (see next column) obtained exclusive mar-

run to market the typewriter directly.

keting rights to the machine. The earlier Perfected Type Writer

In 1882, Remington was facing other financial problems

(aka the Sholes & Glidden) was rechristened the Perfected 1, and

as a result of a major economic depression that began in 1882

then, in 1882, it was renamed again, becoming the Remington

and because the sale of arms was weak (the United States was

No. 1. Both the Perfected (Remington 1) and the Remington 2

not involved in a war at the time and was not purchasing arms).

models featured a number of improvements to the original S&G,

Remington responded by turning over sole marketing and distri-

creating a foundational design that would last a century. The

bution rights in 1882 to the newly formed company of Wyckoff,

QWERTY keyboard had been designed by Sholes himself, but

Seamans & Benedict, founded by Clarence W. Seamans (1854–

new to the keyboard was the shift key, created by Byron Brooks,

1915), Henry H. Benedict (1844–1935), and William O. Wyckoff

that literally shifted the carriage to the front to type capitals.

(d. 1895). Remington sold the entire company to WS&B in 1885,

And the shift key is what we still call it on our computer key-

including the right to use the Remington typewriter name on

boards today.

the machine. WS&B built their own factory for the production of

Remington produced several other blind models (Nos. 3,
4, and the Standard No. 5) that were closely related to the No. 2,

Remington typewriters near the old Remington Arms factory in
the town of Ilion in Central New York.

* E. Remington and Sons, Ilion, NY (1877–85); Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict, Ilion, NY
(1885–93); Union Writing Machine Co., New York, NY (1893–1908); Union Typewriter

< Detail of Yost 1, 1888 (see page 59).

Co., New York, NY (1908–13); Remington Typewriter Co., New York, NY (1913–24)

1882-83 cover of a trade catalog announcing
the renaming of the No. 2 Perfected as the Standard
Type Writer and introducing Wyckoff, Seamans &
Benedict as its distributor.

> Front and side views of the No. 2
Perfected Type Writer, first marketed in 1878.
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tions that “few people realized that [the
Selectric’s] revolutionary golf ball ... had
roots dating back to the Blickensderfer
typewheel patent of the 1880s.” In fact, it
was the Crandall which first successfully
marketed the single type element in 1883
with its Model 1 and then, with great success, on the Crandall New Model of 1887.
There are many beautiful typewriter
photographs throughout the book that
are vivid and pop oﬀ the page but, to
my disappointment, that was not the
treatment for all. Some of the typewriter
photos are underexposed or have a poor
angle of viewing. In some cases, they
have a grey background that is too dark,
which reduces the contrast and muddies
the image.
Some images of period ads and letterheads shown are too small to really see,
making it diﬃcult for one to appreciate
what they have to oﬀer. I know space is a
challenge but, in some cases, less is more.
They are a few instances when the
tone of text seems too loose or colloquial.
For example, when speaking about the
shifting system designed by Byron Brooks
on the Remington 2, the authors say, “but
since it became an integral part of the
QWERTY keyboard, we’ll blame Sholes
anyway,” rather than simply and clearly
saying that Sholes often gets the credit.
There are also occasional factual errors.
For instance, the authors claim that the
@ symbol “had to be special ordered for
much of the history of typewriter production,” but in fact it was standard on U.S.
keyboards for the entire 20th century. In
general, though, the book does a wonderful job of correcting old errors by basing
its claims on original documents and firsthand study of the typewriters themselves.

Smith Premier

During the years of the production of the SP1, several

success in selling the 3 to business clients resulted in Smith

modifications were made to improve its durability, but depend-

Premier’s offering a series of models in the years after 1900,

ability problems with the original escapement design dogged the

starting with the 5 (in 1900) and finishing with the 9 (in 1906) that

machine’s reputation. That escapement involved the up-and-

had carriages of increasing length for preparing shipping labels,

writer at the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876 and

down angled movement of two chisel-like teeth on the ends of

bills, and accounting rec-

writer prototypes were built in 1889 by the L. C. Smith & Brothers

vowed to build a better machine. His boss gave him the room

shafts against a horizontal bar with sawlike teeth that is attached

ords. The 2, 3, 4, and 9

gun factory in Syracuse, New York, owned by Lyman Cornelius

he needed, and Brown began his series of improvements on the

to the back of the carriage. As one releases the bar, the other

were produced until 1914.

Smith (1850–1910) and his brother Wilbert; but production was

S&G. Lyman and Wilbert sold their interest in the gun business

catches the released tooth. The model 1 was replaced with three

not begun until the next year, after Lyman C. Smith had sold all

and founded the Smith Premier Typewriter Co. in Syracuse in 1889

models—the 2 in 1895 and then the 4 and the wide-carriage 3 in

interest in the gun factory and built a new factory in the same

with their other two brothers, Monroe and Hurlbut. The Smith

1896. All of them, and later upstrike Smith Premiers, were built

city with all-new tooling. The inventor was an engineer named

Premier Typewriter was introduced in 1890, and it was indeed a

with a completely new and dependable “star” escapement but

Alexander Brown, who was originally employed by the Smiths at

major improvement compared to the Sholes & Glidden and many

without the ornately decorated sides. (A star escapement is so

the gun facility.

other contemporary machines.

named because its critical part is a round wheel with a row of

1890 | Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Syracuse, NY*
he Smith Premier double-keyboard upstrike typewriter is

Legend has it that Brown saw the Sholes & Glidden type-

one of the giants of typewriter history. The first type-

What was most striking about the Smith Premier 1 (SP1)

sharp teeth around its edge. Like the two chisel-like shafts, it

was the relief design of cattails and flowers and fluted Greek col-

works against a horizontal-toothed bar, but, now, instead of alter-

umns cast onto the sides of the machine. But the true innovations

nating movements of the shafts, the star just rotates to the next

were to be found inside. Brown had decided to drop the concept

point, releasing the toothed bar and catching it with the next

of levers that swung the type up against the platen. Instead, he

point.) The SP 3 and 4 offered a total of eighty-four keys (the SP1

developed a system of cranks, rods, and typebar bearings that

and SP2 each had seventy-six). The 3 was intended to compete

could easily be fine-tuned, which made the touch very light.

with the Remington 3 as a wide-carriage machine. The company’s

A 1907 calendar

advertising the
Smith Premier 2.

A second feature that Smith Premier used as a special
selling point was the circular brush that was mounted inside the
machine to clean the type. A separate crank was used to
turn the brush around and to bring it up for cleaning.
However, the advantages these innovations
brought did not outweigh the damage done
to the machine’s reputation by its weak
escapement system.

*Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Syracuse, NY (1889–1903); Union

The Smith Premier 1 of 1890
with its splendid relief design.

Writing Machine Co. (1893–1908); Union Typewriter Co., New York, NY
(1908–13); Remington Typewriter Co., New York, NY (1913–24)

Print from a broken
glass negative dated
c. 1910, showing multiple
generations of one family
posing under an older
family portrait. The
youngest generation is
represented by the young
man at the table, typing
on what is probably the
family’s most prized
possession, a Smith
Premier model 1.
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Salter
1896 | Geo. Salter and Co., West Bromwich, UK
he Salter® brand was (and is) associated primarily with

The Salter typewriter department wasn’t a modern, large-

household scales, but in the early 1890s, the company,

scale operation like the steam-driven American machine shops.

which had been established in the 1760s, ventured into modern

The Salter typewriters appear to have been mostly hand built. A

technology with the production of a typewriter. And a stunning

comparison by the authors of two Salter Improved No. 6 type-

typewriter it is, with its elaborate, Victorian design and decora-

writers, only thirty serial numbers apart, showed a surprising

tions and its beautifully curved keyboard.

number of minor differences in construction and parts, indicating

The Salter was based on a design by James Foley patented
in 1893. The Salter division that was to produce and market the

that the typewriter was an ongoing design project involving
manual final preparation of parts.

typewriter was established in the summer of 1896, and adver-

The Salter No. 10 was the last of the downstrike Salters

tising campaigns started three years later. There is no indication as

and appeared on the market in 1910, eleven years after the first

to why the first Salter typewriter on the market was labeled model

machine was launched. But despite a national campaign to “buy

5. Nevertheless, soon after the introduction of the model 5, an

British,” Salter’s typewriter division never really flourished. In total,

“improved” model 5 appeared, which did away with the ink roller

no more than 22,000 downstrike Salters were built over the years.

and introduced a ribbon.

Finally, in 1913, Salter launched a visible writer, the Salter Visible,

A Salter in a British field office during
World War I, c. 1915.

a bulky, heavy machine, of which at the most three
thousand were built.
After World War I, Salter produced the
“British Empire” typewriter, a standard frontstrike,
to serve a new wave of “buy British” sentiments.

A 1901 advertising postcard calling

The company closed its typewriter department in

Britons to buy British, buy Salter.

1936 and has focused on household appliances
ever since.

*

The Improved Salter No. 5 of 1896

was enhanced by the introduction
of an ink ribbon, which replaced the
ink roller that had been used on the
original No. 5.

The Salter No. 10 of 1910 was

the last of the downstrike Salters.

The Dawn of Visibility

While it’s true that the book could
have benefited from a slightly more
rigorous proofreading, this is the first
book on the history of the typewriter
that has truly been created for a general audience, which is a most notable
accomplishment. It is just the kind of

129

book that will encourage people to start
collecting typewriters, which is surely
good for all of us.
I am grateful to the eﬀorts of the
authors and am most pleased to add this
handsome and informative book to my
bookshelf. ■
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portables, etcetera : by robert messenger

The Mysterious Mead

1

for more than 40 years now, typewriter collectors and historians have been
puzzled by Wilf Beeching’s inclusion of a
1928 model called the Mead at the head of
his pages on Imperial portables in Century
of the Typewriter (1974). Foremost among
these has been Sydney’s Richard Amery,
owner of the most complete collection
of Imperial portables anywhere in the
world (he even has a “Good Companion
75” made in Bulgaria). Richard says that if
he ever stumbles across a Mead, he “won’t
leave the store until it’s mine!” Unhappily, it seems he may have missed one
that came up for auction last year, when
Richard Polt spotted an extremely rare
color image of a Mead online, along with
its instruction book. 1 2 The ETCetera
editor’s evidence proved beyond all doubt
that the Mead is a relabeled Torpedo 14.
Beeching had compounded the confusion for Richard Amery and myself
by claiming the Mead “was a portable
production of Torpedowerke which eventually became the Good Companion.”¹
The problem is, the image of the Mead in
Beeching’s book is not suﬃciently clear
for even the eagle-eyed reader to be able
to discern a connection between the Mead
and the Good Companion. There are
obvious design diﬀerences: a raised collar
around the Good Companion’s typebasket
and its folding carriage lever. But what of
the mechanics? The auction photograph
Richard Polt found oﬀers much clearer
clues to support Beeching’s statement.
The distinctively raised segment (or
“arc”, as the designer Herbert Etheridge
preferred to call it)² on both the Mead
and the Good Companion covers a linking
12 • ETCetera No. 115 • Winter 2016
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system common to both machines. It is
also shared by the Torpedos 12 and 14, 3
but not by the Torpedo Models 15 and 15a,
which introduced Etheridge’s segment
shift to the Weil-Werke portable. The
Mead-Good Companion linkages between
the intermediate levers and the typebars
were described by Ernst Martin as being
“directly interlocked, similar to the Remington [portable]” but less complicated.³
On his “The Classic Typewriter Page”
website, Richard Polt illustrates the earlier Remington system, saying the geared
typebar mechanism relies on “a simple
linkage between type lever and typebar,
which mesh together like gears.” Although Martin claimed Etheridge’s design
for the Torpedos 12 and 14 simplified this
Remington system even further, he added
that the lever mechanism did not prove
to be successful, and was thus abandoned
for the segment-shifted Torpedo 15 and all
subsequent Torpedo models.
Nonetheless, the Good Companion retained the original system on all the carriage-shifted models (the first, the T,² the
4, and the 6) which Imperial produced,
from the first, launched at the British
Advertising and Marketing Exhibition
at Olympia in London on July 19, 1933,⁴
to the last one manufactured in Hull in
1966. Odd-numbered Good Companion
models (the 3, 5, and 7), manufactured
between 1951 and 1966, are all segmentshifted and thus have a completely diﬀerent segment design.
Whether the Mead was made by WeilWerke in Frankfurt am Main or by Imperial in Leicester remains unknown. Typewriter parts manufactured by Weil-Werke

had been shipped to Leicester, assembled
there under license, and sold with various
brand names, such as the Regent, since
before the outbreak of World War I.⁵ Richard Amery has two early Leicester-made
portables, separated by one serial number
(124901 and 124903), which predate the
first Good Companion but are mechanically very similar to it. One is labelled an
Imperial and the other a Regent. They
were most likely made in 1930.
Whatever the case, the Mead portable
in particular was made under an arrangement forged through its designer Etheridge (1884-1940), an Englishman who
worked for both Torpedo and Imperial.
Etheridge joined Carl Winterling at WeilWerke in the mid-1920s and was a close
friend of Imperial’s head designer, Arthur
Bott Pateman, who in 1925 introduced
Imperial’s first conventional standard
typewriter. The long-standing cooperation between Imperial and Torpedo is
evidenced in Pateman’s 1926 patent for an
automatic ribbon reversing mechanism
being used on the Mead/Torpedo 14. The
revolutionary 1927 segment-shifted Torpedo 6 standard, designed by Winterling
and Etheridge,⁶ was also sold in Britain as
a Mead. 4 5
Etheridge had previously designed
the conventional English-made Bar-Lock
for William James Richardson. Founding
compiler of Pitman’s The Dictionary of
Typewriting in 1919 (the year Richardson
built a factory in Nottingham to make the
Bar-Lock), Etheridge was described by
Pitman as “one of the best known [names]
in the typewriter industry” and says his
dictionary “speaks well for the knowledge

3

5

6

4

and opinions of the compiler.”⁷
The 1928 Torpedo 14 diﬀers from
Torpedo’s first portable, the 1924 model
12, in improvements which included the
addition of a ribbon color selector switch
on the left side of the keyboard. Martin
says the model 14 was changed according
to “guidelines laid down by the German
Industry Standards Committee,”⁸ but
doesn’t explain quite what these entailed.
Both models emerged well before Remington Rand’s investment in Weil-Werke
and the exchange of typewriter patents
between the two companies on March 22,
1932⁹—a response to Germany’s “prohibitive” increase in tariﬀs on imported
American typewriters.
What hasn’t been previously grasped
by typewriter collectors and historians is

that the Mead portable and standard were
sold in Britain in 1928-29 not by Imperial
but through Mead Limited, a mail order
company which had its many and various
items (bicycles, gramophones, musical instruments, baby carriages) manufactured
in factories throughout England, including Coventry, Birmingham, Liverpool,
Leeds and London.¹⁰
The origins of this British Mead company were in Chicago, where the Mead
Cycle Company had been established by
James Lucas “Bunnie” Mead (1863-1943)
in 1891. Mead, the son of Wichita, Kansas
co-founder James Richard Mead and a
descendant of Revolutionary War hero
General Ebenezer Mead, was born in
Davenport, Iowa, and grew up at his father’s frontier trading post at Towanda on
the west side of the Arkansas Valley. His
father was a friend of “Buﬀalo Bill” Cody
and Kit Carson. Bunnie Mead’s Chicago
business “tapped the second wave of the
bicycling fad.”¹¹ Some of Mead’s 1920s
bicycle frames were produced in Shelby,
Ohio, by a former Mead Cycle superintendent, August Meiselbach, who had made
Sholes Visible typewriters in Kenosha,

Wisconsin, between 1901 and 1903. 6
Mead expanded his successful cycle
enterprise to Britain in 1902, and in
October 1927 a British-owned company
took over the business, trading under
the name Mead Limited. It had exclusive
rights to the world-famous Mead brand
throughout the British Empire, except
Canada. A subscription list for shares was
issued in June 1928, with £125,000 in capital, but within three years Mead Limited
was in receivership.
The chairman of the board of this
failed venture was Sir Philip Dawson
(1866-1938), a British electrical engineer,
Conservative politician and admirer of the
Italian dictator Benito Mussolini. One of
the directors was James Mead’s Birmingham-based son, James Enoch Mead (18941975), who remained a vice-president of
the parent organization in Chicago, and
the managing director was sales and shipping expert Charles Sharrock.
In its advertising in early 1930, Mead
Limited pushed the line to British manufacturers of domestic and utility lines,
“You make – we sell. Shall we cooperate
and eliminate waste?”¹² This appeal to
market products in “thousands and tens
of thousands” clearly fell on deaf ears.
During that year Basinghall Finance
acquired the assets of the collapsed Mead
company and with the Depression hitting
hard on British businesses, Basinghall
e (continued on page 17)
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ephemera : by peter weil

Typewriters and Typewriting at
Fairfield Seminary Boarding School
1

it was picture day for eleven members of the 1890 “type-writing” class
of Fairfield Seminary Boarding School.
The students were joined by their two
instructors, Frank L. Warne and a “Mrs.
Warne,” wife of Frank or his brother,
Dwight. They dressed for fin-de-siècle
success in their finest clothes, but the
men were required to remove their hats
and they placed them on the far right on
the ground. 1 The usual season for such
images is in the spring, and this appears
to be most probable as the time of this
class portrait.
Fairfield Seminary was located in Fairfield, Herkimer County, New York. Yes, it
is the same county made famous among
typewriter collectors and historians as
the location in which Remington produced the first commercially successful
writing machine in North America, the
Sholes and Glidden. The school was a coeducational teacher-training and college14 • ETCetera No. 115 • Winter 2016

preparatory institution that had its roots
in the Fairfield Academy, founded in
1803 as an Episcopalian-related theological establishment. The institution that
housed this 1890 typewriting class was
more recently reorganized in 1885-86 by
Dwight Warne and his younger brother,
Frank.¹ Frank is indicated on the back of
the photograph as “Prof. F. L. Warne” and
is prominently positioned in the middle
of the back row of the image. 2 By the
time of the photograph, the Seminary
had programs ranging from one to five
years, fourteen courses of study, and approximately six hundred students. The
curriculum ranged from academic and
classical subjects to “short-hand” and
“type-writing,” both of which are listed
last in descriptions of the courses.
Assigning a date to the photograph
is facilitated by the already-mentioned
listing of the names of the subjects in
script in ink and pencil in combination

with the availability of lists of alumni of
the school and the years of their association with it. More precisely, the last year
Irving Frickey (back row, far left), Leland
Wood (third from left in back row), and
Mellie Moore (back row, next to the end
on right) were at the Seminary was 1890
and their first year was 1889. But 1889
cannot be the year that the photo was
taken because Frank Shubert (front row,
seated at the Smith Premier) did not
begin at the school until at least 1890.²
So the date of the photograph is virtually certain to be 1890. Seven of the other
members of the class (two could not be
identified) and their two teachers, Frank
Warne and “Mrs. Warne” (either Frank’s
wife, Cora, or Dwight’s wife, Vida), were
present in that year.
The 1890 context for this portrait
includes the fact that most instruction
in typewriting and stenography was not
oﬀered in general liberal educational

2

institutions like Fairfield, but, instead,
in business and more specialized nonacademic schools. The first attempt at
teaching typing was in 1868 at Porter’s
Telegraph College in Chicago, using the
second version of the Sholes and Glidden,
the one with the piano keys.³ The first
known instruction manual for typing, A
);>7;:&E<1 )>5@5:3, was written and
published in Herkimer County, the location of Fairfield, by D. Tarbell, the Sholes
and Glidden agent based at Ilion, in
1875-76.⁴ By 1890, there were many nonacademic schools specializing in teaching
stenography and typewriting, and many
business schools that taught the subjects
as part of their curriculums. But the
subjects were not common ones in high
schools, and most students completed
their academic education at levels below
the high-school level. Thus, Fairfield,
as a college- and teacher-preparatory
institution, was exceptional in including
the subjects. Moreover, by the year of the
portrait, there were only about 33,500
typists and stenographers in the U.S.,
and about 64% of them were women,
a revolutionary change from the 40%
female proportion only a decade before
that signaled the ultimate strong identification of the occupations with women.⁵
The gender makeup of the students of
the Fairfield typewriting class of 1890
does not reflect this dramatic shift. Five,
or less than half, of the student members
are women. The reason may have been
that Fairfield was a private institution
that was strongly academically oriented.
Based on the 1889 data in the Seminary’s
newsletter, it is clear that the majority
of the men who graduated in the 1880s
went into professional careers in law and
medicine or became owners and managers of businesses. None of the professions were open to most women, even
well-educated ones. It seems probable
that families were less likely to invest in
the educational costs of sending a daughter to Fairfield than a son. This would
have decreased the proportion of women
in the school as a whole and in this class.

There are three typewriters in the portrait, each on a separate table in the front
row. They include a Yost no. 1 (on the
left), a Remington no. 2 (in the middle),
and a Smith Premier no. 1. Of these, the
Smith Premier, seated upon a plantstand-like wooden table, is definitely
the most recently added to the training
program.⁶ While the usual date given
for the introduction of the company’s
first model is 1889, we now know that
few machines were produced and fewer
marketed that year. 3 It was not until
1890 that the Smith-Premier no. 1’s design
was completed and serious production
and marketing began. Thus the machine
in the photo is one of the very first model
1’s sold. It is attached to its baseboard and
placed on the strange table that is fairly
commonly seen in other photographs
from this decade. The Yost, sitting on a
Remington single-rod iron-based table,
was made between late 1888 and the time
of the image, 1890. The horizontal framework that holds the platen is fabricated of
a series of pieces and does not include the
later form (ca. late 1890-92) that has a Ushaped bend at the right end that extends
across the front to connect with a piece
at the left end. Thus it appears likely that
the date is before 1890. Lastly, the Remington is diﬃcult to assign a date to because the model was in production for so
many years (1878-94). However, the shiny
condition of a machine used by several
users may support a conclusion that the
Remington was not more than a few years
old. While many schools teaching typing
became identified with a single brand of
typewriter late in the 19th century, and
even more so after the turn of the 20th
century, this mix of brands reflects the
Fairfield class’s date and the school’s academic and independent character.
Photographs like this one oﬀer us as
typewriterists a way to better understand
the machines we enjoy and to see them as
part of larger cultural-historical processes participated in by real people, such
as Fred Moyer (with the Yost) and Frank
Shubert (with the Smith Premier). ■
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Endnotes
1. Sources on the history of the Fairfield Seminary Boarding School are exclusively from
the web and include the following: http://
herkimer.nygenweb.net/fairfield/oldfairfield.
html http://herkimer.nygenweb.net/fairfield/
2-5>?19V]]^ 4@98 4@@< NN41>7591> :E31:C1.
:1@N2-5>Ō180N2-5>-8A9W 4@98 4@@< NN41>7591>
nygenweb.net/fairfield/fairalum3.html , http://
herkimer.nygenweb.net/fairfield/fairalum4.
html , https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fairfield_Academy
2. Frank Shubert is listed in the alumni list
of 1939 as beginning his studies in 1891.
However, because three other subjects in the
photograph are listed as having completed
their studies in 1890, and they appear there
with Mr. Shubert, I think that the 1891 date
for him is an error. It is more likely that an
error was made for a single alumnus than
for three. The weight of the date for completion of studies for the other three alumni is
the basis for my conclusion.
3. See my “Ephemera: Typewriters and Telegraphs,” ETCetera No. 102 (June 2013), 10-15.
4. This rare book is in Martin Howard’s collection. I appreciate his sharing some digital
photos of it with me.
5. Margery W. Davies, );9-:p?"8-/1?-@@41
Typewriter (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1992).
6. Dating of the typewriters is drawn from the
research that is represented in Paul Robert
and Peter Weil, Typewriter: A Celebration of
@41'8@59-@1)>5@5:3-/45:1 (New York:
Sterling, 2016).
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show & tell : by flavio mantelli

An
Unknown
Baby
this italian machine called “baby”
has a cast iron frame and is the size of
a Blick. Like the Blick, it’s a typewheel
machine. Its mechanism resembles that
of the Index Visible, but the “keyboard”
on this one is stamped on a nice blue tinplate. Interestingly, nobody knew of any
Italian typewriter built in Venice before
this one showed up. It was made by a
factory called SACAM (Società Autonoma
Costruzioni Apparecchi Meccanici). I already had one SACAM Baby (the only one
known?) but it was missing the factory
name; now, after this second specimen
showed up, we know who built it! I am
trying to find out more, but in the meantime I wanted to share a picture with ETCetera readers. It’s strange how, after the
Baby by Fontana, another Italian typewriter called Baby turns up. I don’t have
solid proof of this yet, but I would date
the SACAM Baby around 1920. It seems
like Italian inventors were obsessed with
making a very portable typewriter! ■

F.T.P. Allen (continued from page 5)
filing date nor the issue date. Unfortunately, the photo also indicates that the
Allen has sustained additional damage.
When comparing the 1948 photo to those
from around 1900, it’s evident that the
keyboard is in further disrepair and even
missing a few more keys. 12 13 In truth,
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there was one more mention of the Allen
in 1960, but it doesn’t count. The Warren
Bank and Trust Company used an old
stock photo of the Allen in an advertisement to emphasize that the bank uses the
“most modern methods” of banking. I
find this ad borderline nonsensical. 14
Between 1948 and now, a lot could have
happened to the detriment of the 1876

R.T.P Allen patent model; it would be naive to think otherwise. But I am human,
and humans are optimists by nature;
it’s why we play the lotto despite insurmountable odds. So I am ever-optimistic
about the odds of the Allen surfacing
someday. I have hope. ■

the repair bench : by richard polt

Mead (continued from page 13)

Tools of
the Trade
as i’ve gradually become better at
fixing typewriters, I’ve accumulated a
wide range of tools, from the obvious
(screwdrivers) to the less obvious (a
screw starter, a very useful device given
to me by Tom Furrier of Cambridge
Typewriter). Recently, Rich Mohlman
kindly lent me some tools for removing
and replacing key rings; without them,
it’s quite diﬃcult to do the job without
mangling the rings. Franz Pehmer shares
a photo of a tool that can both remove
and replace key rings, as well as tools
for cutting circular key legends. Franz
also owns a type soldering gauge and a
machine for sanding platens.

The tools pictured above are especially
meant for typewriter work, but other
useful devices come from the medical
field. A variety of clamps and picks, such
as these tools belonging to Peter Weil,
can be very helpful in repair and cleaning. Peter writes, “They are primarily
medical and dental tools. I use the clamps
to hold cloth and, sometimes, 0000 fine
steel wool. In addition, there is a Fox drip
oiler on the far left.”
Lynda Beckler’s favorites include
“alligator forceps for reaching into tight

closed down factories and outlets. The
Mead portable typewriter had been on
the market for just a few months.
One way we can, with reasonable accuracy, judge the Mead’s poor sales is by its
extreme rarity today. (Has a Mead standard ever been sighted?) Richard Amery’s
reaction to the truth about the Mead
portable was to ask, “So why did Beeching
include it on his Imperial pages?” The most
likely answer is that it was made in Leicester, but otherwise had slender connection
with the Imperial line. Its appearance in
the Beeching book gives it a place in typewriter history which it hardly deserves. ■
spaces, locking straight forceps for holding sheet metal drawbands, and my current favorite, the bandage forceps which
was able to pull the space bar cover out
of the guts of my new Franklin 7! I also
use dental instruments (my dentist just
throws them away after a single use).
Great for picking dried ink out of the
type slugs.”
Max Suravegin, a Russian member
of ETCA, is considering organizing the
production of some typewriter repair
tools in China. Which tools do you need?
Contact Max at gardenmax@yandex.
ru. We also have him to thank for these
images of typebar aligning tools from a
Dreusicke catalogue.

What other tools and techniques have
you found useful? The Repair Bench
awaits your contributions. ■
PS to our previous article: a German reader
points out that traditional “catgut” cords, used
as drawbands on many typewriters, can still be
procured from companies that produce supplies
2;>;80/8;/7? %;A>/1?5:/8A01&591?-B1>?I'%J 
"1>>5:)-@/4"->@?I-:-0-J -:0%18B-&1/4:57
I1>9-:EJ I-@3A@5?9-012>;9@415:@1?@5:1?;2
2->9-:59-8?}.A@:;@/-@? J
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10AN<;8@N@E<1C>5@1>?N05-9-:@W] 6<3 )
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also mentions Underwood’s investment in
Mercedes at the same time. See also The
Times, London, March 24, 1932, 22.
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April 27, 1929, 7. For more on Mead Limited,
see also The Times, June 25, 1928, 23, December 5, 1928, 21 and 24, and April 24, 1929, 10.
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New on
the Shelf

-.1A>.-:; green Victor portable
presented to Geo. Uhlig, Hammond 1,
Hammond 1B, Varityper, gold Royal
Quiet DeLuxe, Odell 1B (no lip), Hooven
perforator
)588-B5? late Woodstock electric #e-12562325 MP, Rex Visible 4 (pharmacy kbd.)
;:1809-: Keystone, Travis

&4;9-?¹>@53 Eclipse #81215 (Yu Ess
variant made in Paris)
0-9;801> Olympia Elite, lavender
Corona 4, Varityper, wide-carriage Varityper, Triumph portable, Consul portable
->@5:;C->0 Alexis #49 (index)

1>@1>?/4.-A91> Culema 3 #1062
(Slovak kbd.)

A5881>9;1>::01F;-: Franklin 9,
Lambert, Odell 3 in crate
->7-:04>5?@5:-8.>1/4@ Eureka
on wood base, Famous (not Famos), Yost
1, Bar-Lock 4, Pittsburg 10, Meteor, Sabb,
Diamant, Hall Brailler, Vasanta, Senta,
Erika folding, Olympia 8 w/calendar,
Imperial D in Green, Adler 8 (Greek typebasket), Noiseless, green Barlet 1, Presto,
Standard Folding, Hammond stand, 2
Remington stands (single rod)
$5/4->091>E 1960 Olivetti Lettera 22,
grey/blue, #7784143
>:;801@FC51?1> Karli #1398 (1922)
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&4;9-?>-91> Victoria (Gardner)
$5/4;489-: Bar-Lock 6, Salter 10,
Rofa, Noiseless portable
$5/4->0";8@ IBM B Executive (Bold
Face type), Olivetti Praxis 48, Torpedo 30
(Venezuelan kbd.)

;4:%/41881:31> Salter Improved 6
#3738, Mignon 2 #475, Secor 2, Standard
Folding #11070, Blick Featherweight
;:5/-%/4>;101> Monica 1 #825, Underwood Rotary Duplicator
@4-:%5:3>11 1897 Smith Premier 2,
1907 Remington Standard 7, 192x Remington Vertical Adder, 1938 Royal KHM, 1947
IBM 01 Electric, 1952 Royal KMG

;:-@4-:(-:(1>01319 Smith-Corona
1011-E electric/mechanical calculator

;4:1C5? Underwood keyboard
shield, pat. Sept. 12 1905
"1@1>)158 Munson 1 (“the back third
and the ribbon spools are missing—and,
with them, the serial number—but it is a
beautiful typewriter sculpture!”)
-E)5885-9? Erika M #5813087m (1937)

1>9-:">5/1 Nippon, Bar-Lock 2, Victor 10, Albana (Hungarian Blick), Young
American, Mignon (above, toy made by
Giesse in Milan), Halda Norden 4

%5>B1:@.>;@41>? Hispania #1204 (2nd
machine known)
%@1B1%@1<41:? Underwood 1 #5632
->7&-ŋ Corona 3 w/ rest key
5/7&-A>5-5:1: Neckermann Brillant
Super (Erika 20) #4011123, Continental
100 #r335945

$15:9->);/45:F Dart, Princess
stenotype #25

For Sale
New ribbons on original spools for Adler
7 (25mm) and Continental (16mm); red
Groma N w/SS type; red Groma T w/SS
type; red ABC. Peter Muckermann,
typenkorb@web.de.

Wanted
>-:?B-:01$5B5¦>1 Olympia Progress
#145987 (Roman/Bulgarian), Olympia
Monica w/ gold-plated details #4035162

Information on
Robert H. Twyford
(d. 2013) and Typit.
Klaus J. Brandt,

klaus.brandt@wtnet.de.
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Historische Burowelt
No. 105, September 2016

HBw-Aktuell

w;881/@5:3/;9<A@1>?
w4-:35:3@E<1?8A3?
w%5132>5105801.>-:0IV^UY V^^VJ
typewriter scientist
w>1A?5/71?-853:91:@-<<->-@A?
w5?@;>E;2%%I%C5??
collectors’ group) in photos
w!Ŏ/1?;2%C52@; 5:V^VU

Vol. 28, No. 4, November 2016

w 1C.;;7.E571>;C: Stolen
Typewriters II
w->>E %95@4
w&411-@81?p@E<1C>5@1>?
w;B5:3@E<1C>5@1>?-/>;??@41/;A:@>E
More info: Mike Brown, typex1@aol.com

September 2016

w':5B1D(5/@;>5-%<-:5?4@E<1C>5@1>?
w(1:A??1>5-8:A9.1>?

October 2016

w&E<1C>5@1>01?53:1>15:>5/4%/4C15@F1>
w 1C@E<1C>5@1>9A?1A95:-0%;01:
Salmünster

November 2016

w-C?>13A8-@5;:?2;>?1885:3@E<1C>5@1>?
with Nazi symbols
w@E<1C>5@1>5:B1?@53-@1?-<458;?;<41>p?
death in new novel
More info: ifhb.de

No. 67, September 2016

w%1>5;I9-71>?;2@41B1>1?@J
w-?/5?@r-015:@-8Es01/-8?
w 1C.;;7 Macchine per Scrivere, by
Domenico Scarzello & Cristiano Riciputi
w5@@81 7:;C:@-85-:@E<1C>5@1>? !Ŏ/5:1
Galileo, Taurus, Minerva, Fidat, Fontana,
Hesperia (story in Italian and English)
More info: segreteriacollezionisti@gmail.com

Letters
I enjoy the magazine so much. Thank you
for all the great work on a marvelous,
beautiful publication. I have about 40
old typers—some were so bad I declared
three of them dead. I have a typewriter
cemetery and am trying to compose some
witty epitaphs.
}8550--7;@-I"175: 885:;5?J
I am writing to express my gratitude to
the new column “The Repair Bench” in
ETCetera. Mr. Brian Brumfield’s article on
drawstring replacement was well written
and illustrated. As you know, some of
us not only collect typewriters, but use
them as well!
};B5/7&4;9-?(I%-:@-1  1C1D5/;J
Having received ETCetera for a few years
now, I’ve always appreciated the quality of the articles, and the photos accompanying them. What I never truly
understood until now is how dedicated
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all parties are, and the amount of work
that it takes to make this a go. This is a
world-class magazine and stands up with
all competitors. Good job to Richard and
Peter with whom I dealt on the Travis
piece. They did an incredible amount of
research and strived to get all data correct. All this voluntarily! Special people.
};:1809-:I>191>@;: )-?45:3@;:J
Here is the same graphic as the Bar-Lock
ad [on the cover of issue 114]. Is there
cross-pollination? It is the inside of the
front cover of a -><1>p?)1178E.
}->E$;.1>@?I%;A@41:0 )-?45:3@;:J

Newly updated and added serial number
pages at typewriterdatabase.com:
Moskva, Royal, Juwel, Yatran, Peoples,
Odell, International, Pearl (Sjoberg),
Pearl (Prouty), Pearl (Searing), Neya,
Olivetti, Sun, Noiseless, Rochester,
American Pocket, Molle.

You’re right! It’s nearly the same, except
that in one image three ladies are riding
bicycles while in the other, two are typing.
According to my research, the Victor bicycle
<;?@1>5?-@@>5.A@10@;)588 >-081EIV][]
V^[WJ-:05?A?A-88E0-@10V]^Z 8@4;A34
@41-> ;/7-0C1<A.85?410-<<1->105:
V^UV 5@C-?-8?;<A.85?4101->851> -:0@41
typebar shield is of a style predating the
;018]IV]^]J &41?@>575:38E?5958->59-31?C1>1:;@105:@416;A>:-8The Poster in
an article on “The Gentle Art of ‘Cribbing’”
5:5@?!/@;.1> V^UU5??A1 “We must not
leave the subject of American posters or
handbills without mentioning one in the
characteristic style of Will H. Bradley for
a bicycle firm, and done afterwards to
advertise a typewriter firm, or vice versâ,
as we are not quite certain which of the
two designs appeared the first.”
Bert Kerschbaumer notes that a color version
of the Victor bicycle ad appeared in Italy;
the Victor's distributors included Camillo
Olivetti, later famous for his typewriters.

